
Introduction to CoT
Shows how traders are positioned in futures

Source: CFTC
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https://www.cftc.gov/MarketReports/CommitmentsofTraders/index.htm


Different report types: legacy vs. disaggregated
Legacy: original report type from 1986, fewer categories

Disaggregated: newer version from 2006, more categories
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Legacy report example

Source: CFTC
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https://www.cftc.gov/dea/options/deacbtsof.htm


Disaggregated report example

Source: CFTC 4

https://www.cftc.gov/dea/options/ag_sof.htm


Different report types: futures or futures and options
Futures and options report converts option positions into futures on a 
delta-equivalent basis

Source: CFTC
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https://www.cftc.gov/MarketReports/CommitmentsofTraders/HistoricalCompressed/index.htm


Disaggregated trader categories in commodities
Producers & Merchants: commercial producers and users

Swap Dealers: use futures to hedge price risk related to swaps

Money Managers: registered CTA, CPO, or fund entity

Other Reportables: large traders above a contract’s reportable limit

Non-reportables: small traders
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Disaggregated trader categories in commodities

Source: CFTC
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https://www.cftc.gov/dea/options/ag_lof.htm


Disaggregated trader categories in financials
Dealers: sell-side companies that use futures to hedge product price risks 

Asset Managers: pension and mutual funds, endowments, insurance companies

Leveraged Funds: hedge funds, including CTAs/CPOs

Other Reportables: corporate treasuries, banks, mortgage originators
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Disaggregated trader categories in financials

Source: CFTC
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https://www.cftc.gov/dea/options/financial_lof.htm


Data prep: scale by open interest
Market open interest changes over time

Increased open interest: net positioning looks more extreme than it actually is 

Decreased open interest: net positioning looks less extreme than it actually is
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Data prep: scale by open interest
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Data prep: normalize net positioning
Net long 20% of the open interest might be historically extreme positioning in one 
contract, but normal in another

Use a percentile or z-score to normalize net positioning across contracts

I use a 5-year percentile

100% = highest trader category positioning over the past five years

0% = lowest trader category positioning over the past five years
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Data prep: normalize net positioning
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Pitfalls in CoT: reading too much into positioning
Most of the time it isn’t useful, because most of the time positioning isn’t 
historically extreme
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Pitfalls in CoT: fading extreme spec positioning
When it is extreme, the default trader reaction is to fade extreme spec positioning

Put yourself in the mind of a spec on the right side of the trade. Is price action 
agreeing or disagreeing with them? 

If there is a big spec long and price is steadily going their way, they don’t have a 
huge incentive to close the winning position

CoT is more useful when it identifies a crowded trade and price is hurting the 
majority. Catalyst for liquidation
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Pitfalls in CoT: market relevance
Futures aren’t the primary market for stocks, bonds, and FX. So CoT is only 
showing a small slice of overall positioning

More of a direct read for commodities
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Current CoT highlights: Silver 
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Current CoT highlights: Silver 
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Current CoT highlights: Cotton 
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Current CoT highlights: Sugar 
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Current CoT highlights: WTI Crude Oil
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Current CoT highlights: CHF
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Current CoT highlights: NZD 
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Current CoT highlights: U.S. equity futures
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Current CoT highlights: speculators in commodities
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CoT summary
Disaggregated futures and options is the most detailed report type

Current positioning needs to be scaled by OI and normalized across contracts

CoT is more relevant for commodities

Extreme spec positioning isn’t an immediate fade - is price helping or hurting?

Current extreme positioning: specs short silver, sugar, cotton, CHF, and NZD
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